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Soda Pop

By Barbro Lindgren – illustrated by
Lisen Adbåge

This classic Swedish children’s novel is an
absurd tale from a world where anything

can happen
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There’s a sublime sort of craziness to it that catches
me unawares every time. Neither Soda Pop nor
Mazarin nor Dartanyong speaks a single word of
sense, but they will be my friends for life.

Astrid Lindgren, author of Pippi Longstocking

 

Soda Pop is a glorious mix of the absurdity of Spike
Milligan with the boldness of Pippi Longstocking.

Julia Marshall, Publisher
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Read the rst chapter here.

Soda Pop loves bright orange clothes and wears
a tea cozy on his head. He has brought up his son
Mazarin on sweet buns and love. Grandfather
Dartanyong emerges from his woodshed every
morning with a new identity, and Great-
grandfather has moved into a tree, eats birdseed,
and thinks he is a cuckoo.

In this world anything can happen—is the garage
suddenly full of tigers?
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Barbro Lindgren is a pioneering children’s author from
Sweden. She has written over 100 books and has been
translated into over 30 languages. Her many awards
include the internationally prestigious Astrid Lindgren
Memorial Award.

Lisen Adbåge was born in Sweden in 1982 and
published her rst picture book in 2000. She has since
won three major prizes for her children’s books.

 

Available in any good bookstore or
on our website.

Ages 7-10 – 198 x 146 mm – 112  pages –
 Origin: Sweden
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Because of last week’s storms and a big slip on the
motorway, we postponed our Curiously Good Book Club
Event at Porirua Library has been postponed until July
27!

Come and learn how to be a a good reader-alouder!

 

For any enquiries please email
us at of ce@geckopress.com

 

Curiously Good Events

 

How to be a good reader-alouder

 

 

Pizza out loud!
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For a recent Curiously Good Book Club event we
combined two favourites—books and pizza!—for a day
with Alexandra Tylee of If I Was a Banana and Jenny
Bornholdt, whose The Longest Breakfast is released in
October.

Alexandra Tylee, Jenny Bornholdt and the Pipi
Truck visited three schools. The children enjoyed stories
read aloud and slices of yummy pizza. They even
learned a pizza dance.

 

 

Join us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to get
even more information about the Curiously Good

Book Club!
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